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Hydraulic coupling often leads to progressive rock failure accidents. Mechanical tests were performed over a range of combined
pore water pressure and confining pressure stress path conditions to study the progressive failure characteristics of sandstone
under hydraulic-mechanical coupling and explore the crack initiation and pore water fracture mechanism. ,e closure stress and
damage stress were determined by the axial deformation stiffness and volume deformation stiffness. ,e experimental results
indicate that confining pressure is the main controlling factor in the crack propagation stage, and pore water pressure enhances
crack evolution. With increasing effective confining pressure, the effective peak deviatoric stress strongly increases and the
characteristic stress increases linearly. ,e initiation stress and damage stress decrease with increasing pore water pressure. ,e
moduli in stages I, II, and III are similar to the law of the transverse and radial deformation ratio with notable differences in stage
IV. ,e fracture trend angle was determined by the ratio of axial crack strain and radial crack strain. Compared with the
experimental results, the internal cracks in the sandstone samples are mainly type-II cracks, and type-I cracks are also locally
present. After stress damage, the cracks expand and extend at an angle close to the real fracture.

1. Introduction

,e excavation of underground space disrupts the dynamic
balance of underground aquifers, and rock mass environ-
mental diversity and structural complexity increase with
depth. In particular, the increasing distribution and pressure
of groundwater lead to a coupling of ground stress and
groundwater, which is an essential factor that affects un-
derground engineering stability and structural safety [1].
Statistical analysis indicates that more than 200 coal mines are
threatened by water disaster. Sandstone undergoes physical,
chemical, and mechanical processes under pore water action
that result in structural loosening, particle slippage, and crack
initiation and propagation, all of which reduce the structural
bearing capacity [2], and ultimately induce local or overall

instability that can lead to engineering disasters. Such acci-
dents are principally attributed to the evolution of rock cracks,
in which water and water pressure play an important role [3].
To ensure the stability of rock mass engineering under pore
water pressure, the mechanical property changes of rock mass
under water-rock coupling conditions require thorough in-
vestigation on the fracture mechanism of water-bearing rock
mass problems to provide a scientific basis for sandstone
models under hydraulic-mechanical coupling conditions.
Pore water experiments are typically used to study the pro-
gressive failure process and fracture mechanism of sandstone.
,ese processes pose a significant problem that requires
urgent solution for water-rich and high-pressure water
projects to provide a theoretical basis for water-rock coupling
in engineering applications.
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Pore water pressure affects the effective stress of a rock
mass. ,e continuous migration of pores and cracks thus
changes the initiation area and crack expansion direction,
which critically impact the rock mechanical properties [4].
Chen and Lei [5] performed creep experiments under
complex thermal-hydraulic coupling conditions and de-
termined the influence of temperature and water pressure on
the creep rate. Lyu and Lin [6] studied rock creep under pore
water action characteristics and determined the degradation
process of the rock strength parameters. Liu et al. [2]
conducted experiments to address hydraulic coupling and
rheological damage and obtained soft rock stress-strain,
internal damage evolution, and surface damage rules. Wang
et al. [7] used field monitoring to obtain the volumetric
water content, pore water pressure, surrounding rock stress
(earth pressure), dome settlement, and horizontal conver-
gence. Numerical simulations were also performed to study
the deformation law of red clay surrounding rock consid-
ering hydraulic-mechanical coupling effects. ,e stress-
strain curve, strength, deformation characteristics, and
failure modes of sandstone specimens with saturated pores
under different confining pressures and stress levels have
also been analyzed [8]. Mu and Yu [9] analyzed the stress-
strain relationship and acoustic emission (AE) stress of
hydraulically coupled sandstone. ,e AE characteristics
were analyzed, and the hydraulic-mechanical coupling bi-
axial model of discrete element particle flow was established
to study the AE and energy evolution of sandstone. Zhang
[10] studied the influence of water content on rockbursting
and established an instability criterion. Xie et al. [11] studied
the effect of pore water on rock fracture deformation and
hydraulic conductivity. ,e derivation of rock cracks is a
process quantity. Zhu et al. [12] analyzed the crack initiation
stress of granite and studied the relationship between crack
type, crack initiation angle, and confining pressure. Liu et al.
[13] defined the characteristic stress of progressive rock
failure according to the active state of internal rock cracks,
analyzed the elastic parameters of each stage, and established
a corresponding constitutive model. Wang et al. [14] studied
the progressive failure process of red sandstone under dif-
ferent stress conditions and determined the characteristic
stress change law. Li et al. [15] conducted experiments on
shale bedding under different confining pressure conditions,
studied the change law of personal stress, and analyzed the
shale cracking mechanism. Liu et al. [16–18] studied the
mechanical characteristics and AE law of rock mass under
different water content conditions and stress forms. ,ey
analyzed the precursory characteristics of fractures from
different angles and discussed the mechanical postpeak
unloading law. Several studies have addressed water-rock
coupling and progressive rock failure research/calculation
methods and constitutive relations. However, the relation-
ship between pore water pressure and progressive rock
failure remains poorly understood. ,ese factors specifically
influence rock mechanical properties and pore water posi-
tively influences the development and expansion of
microcracks. In-depth research on the dual influence of
hydraulic-mechanical coupling during progressive sand-
stone failure is thus required.

To explore the rock cracking mechanism under pore
water action, it is necessary to obtain the crack activity state
of the rock at different stress levels. We conducted triaxial
experiments on sandstone under different pore water
pressure conditions and combined stress paths of confining
pressure. ,e characteristic stresses (e.g., closing stress,
initiation stress, and damage stress) are determined by crack
strain, and the relationship between pore water pressure and
characteristic stress is explored. We analyze the fracture
mechanism of sandstone under hydraulic-mechanical
coupling and determine the fracture trend angle by the axial
crack strain and radial crack strain ratio. ,e actual fracture
angle and fracture trend angle are compared and analyzed.

2. Experimental Study of PoreWater Sandstone
Characteristic Stress

2.1. Sample Preparation. To prevent the impact of sample
dispersion, yellow sandstone samples were selected from a
larger piece of rock. A coring machine was used to drill each
sample with a diameter of 50mm. A cutting machine sawed
each sample to a length of 100mm. According to the ex-
perimental specifications and standards, the sample end face
was polished to assess particle uniformity. ,e average
density was 2.19 g/cm3, and the p-wave velocity ranged
between 1953 and 2043m/s (Figure 1). Each rock has a
specific characteristic wave velocity that reflects its mineral
composition and internal structure and is also used to verify
consistent specimen properties. ,e typical sample infor-
mation is listed in Table 1.

2.2. Experimental Equipment and Procedures. Triaxial
compression deformation experiments of sandstone were
conducted under different pore water pressures. ,e leading
equipment was a French TOP ROCK600-50 adaptive
multifield coupling triaxial tester, which has three sets of
independent loading pumps and main technical parameters.
,e axial force was ≤600 kN, the confining pressure was
≤60MPa, and the pore water pressure was ≤60MPa. ,e
system automatically collects force and displacement data
during the loading process and can precisely control the
stress, displacement, deformation, and flow, as shown in
Figure 2.

In the triaxial pore water experiments, hydrostatic
pressure was first applied at a loading rate of 6MPa/min
until reaching a predetermined value (10, 20, and 30MPa)
and held for 420 s. ,e pore water pressure was applied at a
loading rate of 20MPa/min until reaching the set value (5,
10, and 20) and held for 3600 s of stabilization to ensure
continuous and stable water seepage at the water outlet and
stability of the water flow curve. ,e pressure rapidly sta-
bilized, whereas the pore water required individual seepage
and seepage stages and thus longer durations. ,e deviator
was loaded at a rate of 60MPa/min until the sample failed.
Figure 3 shows the experimental path. After the experiment,
photographs were collected of the damaged samples, and
broken blocks were collected and wrapped with rubber
bands to observe the damage morphology. Each group
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consisted of three samples. If the peak intensity dispersion
was large, the samples were supplemented to continue the
experiment path. ,e samples were labeled according to
their confining pressure-pore water pressure (e.g., sample
10–5 indicates that the surrounding rock confining pressure
and pore water pressure were 10 and 5MPa, respectively).
Figure 4 shows the stress-strain curve of a typical sample.
Preliminary analysis showed that the curve law is visible,
which provides a suitable data basis for characteristic stress
analysis.

3. Progressive Failure Process Analysis and
Significance of Critical Stress

,ere were numerous original cracks in the sandstone
samples and the crack evolution process exhibited signifi-
cant differences under different stress states. ,e life cycle of
the cracks underwent closure, initiation, expansion, con-
nection, and penetration to form a master crack, as shown in
Figure 5. According to the crack development process, the
primary microcracks and fractures closed during the initial

Table 1: Basic information on samples and experiments.

Number Diameter
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Quality
(g)

Density
(g/cm3)

P wave
velocity
(m/s)

Confining
pressure
(MPa)

Pore water
pressure
(MPa)

Loading speed of the
shaft and confining
pressure (MPa/min)

Pore water
loading speed
(MPa/min)

10–5 49.63 100.29 424.8 2.19 1953 10 5 60 20
20–5 49.59 98.82 416 2.18 2022 20 5
30–5 49.59 99.44 422.2 2.20 1980 30 5
20–10 49.6 99.21 422 2.20 1976 20 10
30–10 49.75 100.78 425.4 2.17 1992 30 10
30–20 49.78 100.5 425.8 2.18 2043 30 20

Figure 1: Preparation of sandstone samples.

Figure 2: Rock mechanics experimental system. a –oil source, b –axis, enclosure, pore water loading pump, c –monitor and control panel,
d –computer acquisition control system, e –base lift pump, f –base (f-1 axial sensor, f-2 radial sensor), g –power, h –pressure pump for
confining pressure room.
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loading. Upon increasing stress, the entire rock showed
elastic deformation characteristics, the cracks were not lo-
cated, and compressive deformation was the dominant
deformation form. After further loading, stable new cracks
initiated and propagated in the rock. After continuous
loading, most of the microregions reached the ultimate
bearing capacity, thus crack propagation, extension aggre-
gation, and crack activity were increasingly active and the
rock achieved its overall bearing capacity as through-cracks
continued to form.

,e characteristic stress of progressive sandstone failure
can be divided into four stages: closure stress (σcc), crack
initiation stress (σci), damage stress (σcd), and peak stress
(σc), which correspond to the four stages of the stress-strain
curve. Under the initial stress (I), the original crack is en-
tirely closed and the corresponding closed stress σcc is shown
in Figure 1(b). As the stress increases (II), the bulk rock

obeys Hooke’s law and the crack is relatively stable. How-
ever, at the end of stage II and beginning of stage III, the first
cracks gradually expand and new cracks appear in local
areas. At this time, the cracks are in a stable growth stage and
the corresponding stress is the crack initial stress σci, which is
one of the critical parameters for rock evaluation. ,ese
parameters not only characterize the beginning of crack
propagation but also indicate the onset of rock volume
expansion.

,ere is a corresponding relationship between the crack
initiation stress and expansion point. At this time, both the
original crack propagation and new crack initiation are
biased toward the main crack. ,e growth rate of the
transverse crack is therefore gradually higher than the axial
direction and the volumetric strain begins to shift. ,e
volume is gradually reduced with increasing load. At this
time, the cracks are in an unstable growth stage, and the
corresponding stress is the damage stress σcd. ,e crack
activity becomes increasingly intense, and the extension and
growth speed increases until reaching the peak stress. ,e
cracks later form via penetration that cuts the rock blocks
into broken bodies.

3.1. Characteristic Stress and Its Determination Method.
,e rock fracture process is a direct manifestation of the
degree of crack activity. ,is process is essentially a gradual
reduction of the rock cohesive force due to crack propa-
gation, after which the process gradually decreases and
strength is lost. Nonlinear characteristics that appear after
the rock exceeds the closing stress are completely controlled
by the microcrack activity. Understanding the stress char-
acteristics of different crack intervals is of great significance
for the in-depth study of crack damage and destruction. ,e
International Society for Rock Mechanics has not yet rec-
ommended methods for the formation of closure stress,
crack initiation stress, and damage stress. Extensive studies
have addressed the determination of closure stress, crack
initiation stress, and damage stress, which are divided into
three categories depending on the method. ,ese include
direct observation methods (e.g., computed tomography
(CT) and scanning electron microscopy) [19, 20], AE
methods [21, 22], and crack strain methods [12, 23, 24]. Due
to the Kaiser effect during rock loading, the use of AE
characteristic parameters to distinguish characteristic stress
imposes a distortion problem. We therefore used the strain
method to determine the characteristic stress.

3.2. Crack Strain Calculation. ,e volume of a rock will
change under stress. Volumetric strain consists of two
parts: recoverable elastic deformation and irreversible
plastic deformation. Irreversible plastic deformation is
mainly caused by the closure of primary microcracks or the
initiation and expansion of new cracks. ,e data monitored
by the deformation measurement system represent the total
strain. According to the literature [25], the relationship
between volumetric strain, axial strain, and radial strain is
given as
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Figure 3: Experimental loading path.
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Figure 4: Stress-strain curves under variable pore water and
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εv � εe
v + εc

v � ε1 + 2ε3, (1)
where εv is the total body strain, εe

v is the elastic body strain,
εc

v is the volume crack strain, ε1 is the total axial strain, and ε3
is the total radial strain.

According to the generalized Hooke’s law considering
pore water effects, the effective partial stress elastic volume
strain under triaxial conditions [9] is

εe
v �

1 − 2υ
E

σ1 − p(  + σ3 , (2)

where υ is Poisson’s ratio, E is the elastic modulus, σ1 is the
axial stress, P is the pore water pressure, and σ3 is the
confining pressure. A simplification of equation (2) yields
the elastic strain under the effective axial stress:

εe
v1 �

1 − 2υ
E

σ1 − p( , (3)

where εe
v1 is the axial elastic strain.

,e volume strain of the closed or opened crack εc
v can be

obtained by subtracting the elastic volume strain εe
v1 from the

total volume strain εv. Axial crack strain can also be cal-
culated following this approach. By incorporating equation
(1) into (2) and (3), the formulations for axial crack strain (5)

and volume crack strain (4) can be obtained.,e radial crack
strain is generated under axial stress and cannot be directly
calculated. ,e theoretical relationship between the volume
strain, axial crack strain, and radial crack strain is thus
obtained by the consistency of the volume strain with the
axial strain and radial strain. ,e radial crack strain is ob-
tained by subtracting the axial crack strain from the cal-
culated volume crack strain. According to the relationship
between volume crack strain, axial crack strain, and radial
crack strain, equation (6) is therefore transformed to obtain
equation (7). ,e radial crack strain is thus calculated, and
the specific relationship is as follows:

εc
v � ε1 + 2ε3 −

1 − 2υ
E

σ1 − p(  + σ3 , (4)

εc
v1 � ε1 −

1 − 2υ
E

σ1 − p( , (5)

εc
v � εc

v1 + 2εc
v3, (6)

εc
v3 �

εc
v − εc

v1( 

2
, (7)

where εc
v1 and εc

v3 are the axial and radial crack strains,
respectively.
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Figure 5: Crack initiation stress and initiation propagation and schematic diagram.
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3.3. Crack Strain to Determine Characteristic Stress

3.3.1. Determination of Closing Stress σcc and Damage Stress
σcd. Only a few studies have addressed closure stress σcc and
damage stress σcd. ,e closure stress σcc is the endpoint
where the axial strain enters linearity. ,e damage stress σcd
corresponds to the expansion point of the volumetric strain.
However, the inflection point determined by the intuitive
judgment of the stress-strain curve trend is not sufficiently
accurate and contains considerable arbitrariness. ,e key to
determining σcc and σcd is to identify the curve inflection
point. Using the moving point regression technique sug-
gested by Xue et al. [24], σcc and σcd are determined by the
axial and volume stiffness, which appropriately refer to the
stress-axial strain-bulk strain curve.

From loading to failure, the rock axial stiffness initially
increases (compaction stage I), then stabilizes (elastic stage
II), and decreases (plastic stage III and postpeak stage)
(Figure 6(a)). ,e back axial stiffness is similar to that of the
prepeak elastic stage. ,e axial stiffness change process
continuously evolves. ,e endpoint of the compaction stage
and starting point of the elastic stage (curve inflection point)
are the boundary points. ,e boundary point of axial
stiffness is located on the axial stress-strain curve. ,e value
corresponding to the intersection of the curves is σcc, which
is 27.44MPa for sample 10–5.,e damage stress is the stress
at the moment when the volumetric strain changes from the
compressed state to the expanded state. Figure 6(b) shows
the deviatoric stress-volume stiffness-volume strain curve.
,e bulk stiffness data fluctuate between a deviatoric stress
of 68 and 88MPa. However, the sign of the stiffness only
changes once where the volume stiffness corresponds to the
stress defined as σcd, which is calculated to be 85.42MPa.

3.3.2. Determination of the Initiation Stress σci. ,e initia-
tion stress occurs between the closure stress and damage
stress and is within the elastic section of the stress-strain
curve, which is difficult to determine by intuitive methods.
,e crack initiation stress occurs when the crack volume
strain changes from the compressed state to the expanded
state. When the crack volume strain is used for calculation,
the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are generally con-
sidered to be constant. However, under variable stress
conditions (confining pressure and pore water pressure), the
elastic constants of the force stage (compaction, elasticity)
change; thus the crack volume strain calculated by this
method is not rigorous. As shown in Figure 7(a), the prepeak
curve can be divided into three stages, the elastic modulus
and Poisson’s ratio of each interval are calculated, and the
crack volume strain is calculated by substitution into
equation (5). ,e first point deviator stress is 21.81MPa, the
axial strain is 0.19%, and the radial strain is 0.0261%. ,e
second deviator stress point is 104.40MPa, the axial strain is
0.78%, and the radial strain is 0.2738%. ,e third deviator
stress point is 117.53MPa, the axial strain is 0.94%, and the
radial strain is 0.4243%. Because the elastic modulus and
Poisson’s ratio of the connection point substantially change,
which positively influences the continuity of the curve and

result, it is smoothed according to the curve trend.
Figure 7(b) shows a schematic diagram of volumetric crack
strain and initiation stress of sandstone under triaxial pore
water pressure. An increase in volumetric strain εv implies
that the volume is decreasing. During the crack closure stage,
the difference between εv and εe

v increases. ,e total volume
strain at the initial loading stage is the same as the crack
volume strain, which indicates that the crack strain is
dominated by low stress. ,e proportion of elastic volume
strain gradually increases with increasing stress. After en-
tering the elastic stage, the crack volume strain remains at a
continuously increasing rate, which indicates that not only
elastic deformation occurs in the elastic stage but also a
certain amount of plastic deformation. Only elastic defor-
mation is dominant, thus this stage shows overall elastic
characteristics. When the sandstone enters the crack
propagation stage, the total volumetric strain is cracked. ,e
proportion of volumetric strain gradually increases and the
growth rate of the total volumetric strain is slower than the
growth rate of the elastic volumetric strain, which results in a
downward trend. ,ere is a turning point in the crack
volumetric strain εc

v from increasing to smaller values; the
stress level corresponding to this point is the beginning crack
stress σci. If the initial cracking stress is an elastic segment,
the cracking stress implies the beginning of volume
expansion.

4. Sandstone Characteristic Stress
Changes under Variable Pore Water
Pressure Conditions

,e curves under different confining pressure and pore
water pressure conditions are analyzed according to the
calculation methods of closure stress, crack initiation stress,
and damage stress presented in Section 2. ,e closure stress
is obtained according to the relationship between deviatoric
stress and axial stiffness. ,e deviator stress and body
stiffness yield the damage stress, and the crack initiation
stress is obtained according to the crack volume strain. ,e
crack propagation and evolution process are affected by the
confining pressure and pore water pressure. Figure 8 shows
the law of crack volume strain εc

v under different pore water
and confining pressure conditions. With increasing effective
stress (σ1–σ3–P), the initial closure amount of the sandstone
gradually decreases and the elastic section shows an in-
creasing trend. During the crack propagation stage, the slope
of the curve decreases and the crack propagation speed
becomes increasing slow. Under a fixed confining pressure
(σ3 � 30MPa) and increasing pore water pressure, the crack
closure and elastic phases are similar and the slope of the
crack propagation phase are also similar, which indicates
that the pore water pressure does not have a decisive effect
on the crack evolution. ,e confining pressure in the crack
propagation phase is the primary controlling factor.

Table 2 lists the sandstone peak deviatoric stress, closure
stress, crack initiation stress, and damage stress values under
different pore water and confining pressure conditions.
,ree dimensionless indexes σcc/σc, σci/σc, and σc d/σc are
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added to investigate the confining pressure and influence of
pore water pressure on the characteristic stress. ,e di-
mensionless σci/σc and σcc/σc, respectively, reflect the rela-
tive positions of the initiation stress and damage stress in the
full stress-strain curve in the rock damage and failure
process. ,e parameter σc d/σc reflects the crack propagation
speed from initiation to stable propagation. ,e numerical
value of the characteristic stress changes significantly under
the combined action of confining pressure and pore water
pressure, and the relative value more accurately and ob-
jectively reflects the fracture process.

,e characteristic stress change is based on the peak
deviatoric stress; thus, we first analyze the change law of peak
deviatoric stress under hydraulic-mechanical coupling.

Figure 9 shows the relationship curves of different confining
pressures and pore water pressures with peak deviatoric and
effective stresses. ,e peak deviatoric and effective peak
deviatoric stresses show the same changing trend. ,e stress
distribution is not regular due to the complex coupling stress
conditions of confining pressure and pore water pressure.
We therefore discuss the law of stress changes from three
perspectives: fixed water pressure, fixed confining pressure,
and sufficient confining pressure.

When the pore water pressure is fixed, such as in samples
10–5, 20–5, and 30–5 and in samples 20–10 and 30–10, the
peak deviator stress shows a linear growth trend with in-
creasing confining pressure.,e pore water pressure of the 5
and 10MPa curves show that the growth slopes are
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approximately equal, which satisfies the fundamental law of
increasing strength with increasing lateral constraint. ,is
also shows that pore water pressure has little effect on the
sandstone strength change law.

When the confining pressure is fixed, such as in samples
30–5, 30–10, and 30–20, the deviatoric stress shows that the
same water pressure slope is significantly higher than the
same confining pressure slope. ,is indicates that, under
same stress conditions, the effect of lateral restraint is higher
than that of water pressure. ,e analysis of the overall ef-
fective peak deviatoric stress shows that with increasing

effective confining pressure, the effective peak deviatoric
stress clearly increases and the growth rate increases. Sample
30–20 shows a jump phenomenon possibly because the rock
strength under high water pressure and high confining
pressure coupling is mainly controlled by confining pres-
sure, followed by the influence of water pressure, which is
consistent with the analysis of the previously mentioned
results.

According to the characteristic stress change law under
different confining pressure and pore water pressure con-
ditions in Figure 10, the trends of the closure stress σcc,
initiation stress σci, and damage stress σcd are consistent with
the peak deviator stress σc. ,e changing scale of closure
stress σcc is smaller than the cracking stress σci and less than
the damage stress σcd. ,is indicates that the closure stress
σcc has the lowest sensitivity to confining pressure and pore
water pressure, and the initiation stress σci is relatively
sensitive. ,e damage stress σcd is highly sensitive. Under
fixed pore water pressure, the characteristic stress increases
linearly with increasing confining pressure. Under fixed
confining pressure, the initiation stress σci and damage stress
σcd decrease with increasing pore water pressure. However,
the closure stress does not display an absolute law. As the
effective confining pressure increases, the characteristic
stress shows an increasing trend and the jump phenomenon
remains in sample 30–20 but at a higher jump intensity than
the peak deviatoric stress.,e initiation of stress and damage
stress corresponding to high water pressure and high
confining pressure show a relative lag, which is not suitable
for early warning and forecasting purposes.

Table 2: Characteristic stress data table.

Number σc (MPa) σcc (MPa) σci (MPa) σcd (MPa) (σcc/σc) % (σci/σc) % (σc d/σc) %

10–5 118.13 27.44 66.72 85.42 23.23 56.48 72.31
20–5 139.26 28.80 81.42 113.44 20.68 58.47 81.46
30–5 177.10 32.34 112.45 154.20 18.26 63.50 87.07
20–10 133.84 26.68 71.66 90.89 19.93 53.54 67.91
30–10 162.34 42.05 94.90 132.35 25.90 58.46 81.53
30–20 155.21 40.30 87.24 124.28 25.96 56.21 80.07
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Figure 8: Variation of volumetric strain of different pore water cracks.
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Figure 11 shows the ratio of characteristic stress to peak
deviatoric stress under different confining pressure and pore
water pressure conditions. ,e closure stress varies from
18.26% to 25.96%, the initiation stress varies from 53.54% to
63.50%, and the damage stress ranges from 67.91% to
87.07%. ,e range of variation and band width in Figure 11
shows that the coupling of confining pressure and hydraulic
pressure is less sensitive to closure stress, moderately sen-
sitive to initiation stress, and more sensitive to damage
stress. ,e characteristic stress corresponds to the degree of
crack activity, which also explains the relationship between
stress and crack activity. When the pore water pressure is
constant, the closure stress decreases with increasing con-
fining pressure, whereas the initiation stress and damage
stress increase. When the confining pressure is constant, the
closure stress shows a stable trend after increasing with
increasing pore water pressure, and the initiation stress and
damage stress show a stable trend after decreasing.

Table 3 lists the strain values and strain ratios corre-
sponding to closure stress, crack initiation stress, damage
stress, and peak deviatoric stress. Due to the influence of
pore water pressure, the strain change law is more com-
plicated, and thus the curve in Figure 12 is drawn for in-
depth analysis.

,e particular strain and ratio are analyzed according to
the curve change law in Figure 12. When the pore water
pressure is constant, the closure strain and ratio decrease
with increasing confining pressure, the crack initiation
strain, failure strain, and ratio show increase, and the crack
initiation stress initially decreases and then increases. ,e
peak strain increases nearly linearly upon increasing pore
water pressure and fixed confining pressure, whereas the
closure strain and ratio initially increase and then decrease
and the initiation strain decreases.,e crack initiation strain
ratio initially decreases and then increases, as do the damage
stress and ratio, whereas the peak strain initially increases
and then decreases. Different characteristic strains and ratios
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Table 3: Data table of characteristic strain.

Number εc
(%)

εcc
(%)

εci
(%)

εcd
(%)

(εcc/εc)
%

(εci/εc)
%

(εcc/εc)
%

10–5 0.95 0.26 0.51 0.64 27.37 53.68 67.37
20–5 1.12 0.20 0.55 0.77 17.86 49.11 68.75
30–5 1.28 0.19 0.68 0.98 14.84 53.13 76.56
20–10 1.23 0.21 0.51 0.64 17.07 41.46 52.03
30–10 1.40 0.28 0.61 0.89 20.00 43.57 63.57
30–20 1.12 0.27 0.56 0.92 24.11 50.00 82.14
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Figure 12: Variation law of characteristic strain and ratio under
different confining pressure and pore water pressure conditions.
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have different changing laws, which indicates the different
effects of water pressure. ,e influence of rock deformation
is more complicated, and in-depth studies are required using
more detailed experimental schemes.

5. Sandstone Internal Modulus and Transverse-
Radial Strain Ratio in the Characteristic
Stress Stage under Variable Pore Water
Pressure Conditions

,e rock modulus characterize the hardness characteristics
under pressure, and the aspect ratio characterizes the overall
rock deformation characteristics. ,e rock modulus and
transverse and radial strain characteristics change under
pore water pressure action, and different characteristic stress
stages occur under different pore water pressure conditions.
,e feedback stiffness is inconsistent with the change law of
the transverse and radial strain ratio, and the characteristic
stress stage characteristics can also be fed back through the
change of the stiffness and the transverse and radial strain
ratio. ,e characteristic stress divides the prepeak deviatoric
stress-strain curve into four typical stages: (I) initial loading
to closure stress; (II) closure stress to initiation stress; (III)
initiation stress to damage stress; and (IV) peak deviatoric
stress. ,e second stage is in the elastic section and its
corresponding parameters are the elastic modulus and
Poisson’s ratio. ,e fourth stage contains the information of
the entire stress-strain curve, corresponding to the secant
modulus. ,e modulus is calculated by the secant method
and the radial strain calculates the aspect ratio to transverse
strain.

Figure 13 shows the change rule of the modulus and
transverse-radial strain ratio under different pore water and
confining pressure conditions. ,e changing trend of the
modulus and transverse-radial strain ratio shows clear
differences and a negative correlation law. ,e modulus
presents a dual-zone feature, with stages I, II, and III in one
interval and stage IV in another. In stage I, the modulus is
largely volatile. When the pore water pressure is P � 5MPa,
the closure modulus sharply increases with increasing
confining pressure, which indicates that the lateral
restraining force has a certain effect on the closure stiffness.
When the confining pressure is σ3 � 30MPa, the closure
modulus initially decreases with increasing pore water
pressure and then stabilizes. ,is indicates that low pore
water pressure has a significant softening effect on the
closure modulus of sandstone. However, under high pore
water pressure, the impact on the closure modulus of
sandstone is relatively weak and the method of increasing
water pressure to weaken confining pressure properties
should be used with caution. ,e modulus is consistent in
stages II and III, and the high confining pressure
(σ3 � 30MPa) has a certain degree of dispersion. ,e main
reason is because stage II is in the elastic section as a whole
and stage III is between elastic and plastic. ,is is a con-
tinuous process and the curvature changes slowly and
smoothly. ,e slope of the stress-strain curve in stage III is
therefore similar to that in stage II. ,e calculated result in

stage II is consistent with the elastic modulus and its change
law and trend are consistent with the closed modulus;
however, the volatility is more stable. In stage IV, the secant
modulus values are all smaller than the other moduli.
However, their changing trends are consistent and only at
high water pressure (P � 20MPa) and high confining
pressure (σ3 � 30MPa) conditions does the modulus present
an inconsistent law. ,e transverse-to-radial deformation
ratio also presents two characteristic zones. Stage IV shows a
clearly negative correlation with the modulus. Stages I, II,
and III are in the microfluctuation interval and the trans-
verse-to-vertical deformation ratio has the characteristics of
III> II> I but changes within the stage and the amplitude is
smaller. At constant pore water pressure, the transverse and
radial deformation ratio decreases with increasing confining
pressure. At constant confining pressure, the transverse and
radial deformation ratio increases with increasing pore water
pressure. Pore water pressure and confining pressure have
little effect on the transverse and radial deformation ratios in
stages I, II, and III, and the deformation ratio can be
considered unchanged in the calculation process. Pore water
pressure and confining pressure have a greater influence on
the transverse and radial deformation ratio in stage IV. ,e
overall analysis shows that the moduli in stages I, II, and III
are similar to the law of the transverse and radial defor-
mation ratio, with notable differences between stage IV and
the other stages. When the modulus and transverse defor-
mation ratios are selected for calculation, closure, cracking,
and one of the damage intervals can be selected, which also
illustrates the availability of the elastic modulus and Pois-
son’s ratio.

6. Analysis of the Sandstone
Fracture Mechanism

With the development and application of some new surface
and internal detection technologies, rock fracture research
methods have emerged that are supported by microscopic
observations (CT loading system, optical microscopic
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observation system, and synchronous high-speed camera
system), as well as AE and electromagnetic radiation. A
previous study reported that rock fracturing begins locally;
however, the failure mechanism caused by the axial com-
pressive stress remains controversial. Lian et al. [26] studied
the microscopic failure process of granite slabs under uni-
axial compression and found that the occurrence and de-
velopment of axial cracks (tension cracks) eventually led to
splitting failure. You [27] proposed that the rock failure form
under uniaxial compression is generally tensile along the
axial direction; however, tensile failure is caused by shear
slip.

,e fracture types of the three-axis conventional loading
experiment rock are all typical single oblique shear failures,
which can be simplified to a two-dimensional axisymmetric
form. A schematic failure diagram is shown in Figure 14.
Rock failure is composed of elastic deformation bodies and
plastic deformation bodies. ,e elastic body only affects the
rock shape (e.g., deformation of the upper and lower parts of
the shear line) and plastic deformation affects the rock
sliding dislocation (e.g., movement of the upper part of the
shear line). ,e direction of rock cracking and fracture angle
can therefore be predicted if the evolution laws and trends of
axial plastic deformation and lateral expansion plastic de-
formation are known. According to the calculation approach
of volumetric strain presented in Section 2.2, the axial crack
strain is determined, the total axial strain ε1 is obtained
experimentally, the knowledge of elastic mechanics can be
used to calculate the axial elastic strain εe

v1, and the difference
of the data yields the axial crack strain εe

v1. ,e radial crack
strain cannot be calculated using the methods mentioned
above but rather indirectly using the relationship between
volume crack strain, axial crack strain, and radial crack
strain.

Figure 15 shows the variation law of the total axial strain,
axial elastic strain, and axial crack strain of sample 10–5.,e
nonlinearity in the closing stress stage leads to the rapid
growth of the axial crack strain. Although the total axial
strain curve is not linear in the elastic stage, the axial elastic
strain is linear, which causes the axial crack strain to fluc-
tuate over a small range. ,e axial crack strain shows a
decreasing trend during the initiation stress stage. ,e axial
crack strain during the failure stress stage shows an
accelerated growth trend, and the crack is in an unstable
growth stage. Figure 16 shows the variation law of the radial
crack strain of sample 10–5. ,e overall variation law and
trend are consistent with the axial crack strain. However, the
inflection point of the radial crack strain is higher than that
of the axial crack strain, which indicates the occurrence of
radial cracks. Before the axial direction, this can be inter-
preted as crack initiation along the axial direction. ,e
initiation of cracking in sandstone with pore water can
therefore preliminarily be considered tensile failure. ,e
axial crack strain and radial crack strain accelerate and
increase with increasing axial stress after passing through the
crack initiation point, which indicates that new cracks have
occurred in the axial and radial directions. ,e crack strain
shows that the main control crack will deviate from the axial
direction by a given angle. ,e ratio of the axial and radial

crack strain is the fracture trend angle. However, both the
axial crack strain and radial crack strain show an accelerated
growth trend during the unstable crack propagation stage.
,e ratio of axial and radial crack strain should therefore be
discussed and analyzed in depth.

,e results in Figure 14 show that the ratio of axial crack
strain and radial crack strain during the stable crack
propagation stage can be used to determine the fracture
trend angle using the arctangent function. ,e relationship
between the axial crack strain and fracture trend is thus
obtained in Figure 17. According to its changing law, the
fracture trend angle is found to rapidly decrease and then
stabilize with increasing degree of crack evolution.,e curve
change trend satisfies the Allometricl model, and the fracture
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Figure 14: Schematic diagram of typical rock failure under triaxial
compression.
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Figure 15: Axial crack strain curve of sample 10–5.
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trend angle is approximately 68.4°, as determined by limit
analysis. Figure 18 shows a photograph of the fractured 10–5
sample, which presents typical oblique shear failure [28, 29].
,e upper part of the fracture presents a nonlinear external
deviation, the lower part presents a radial splitting failure,
and the middle part satisfies the linear fracture. ,e main
body adds a trend line and the macrofracture angle is ap-
proximately 70°. ,is shows that the evolution trend of the
axial crack and radial crack strains can be used to charac-
terize the crack fracture angle trend with more reliable
results.

According to the results andmethods presented here, the
fracture trend angles are obtained under different confining
pressure and pore water pressure conditions. ,e corre-
sponding fracture angles are measured from the experi-
mental results, as shown in Figure 19. ,e actual fracture
angle varies from 63° to 72°, and the fracture trend angle
varies from 61° to 71°. ,e overall predicted fracture angle is

smaller than the actual fracture angle. ,is may be because
the radial crack strain is the crack strain measured in the
middle position instead of the value of the overall transverse

70°

Figure 18: Rock fracture shape and angle of sample 10–5.
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change because the radial crack strain is smaller than the
actual transverse crack strain. ,is explains the difference
between the theoretical results and the actual fracture angle.
Under constant pore water pressure, both the fracture trend
angle and actual fracture angle gradually increase with in-
creasing confining pressure. ,is indicates that higher
confining pressure is associated with greater binding forces
on the hoop, more difficult lateral expansion, and higher
fracture angles. When the pressure is constant, both the
fracture trend angle and actual fracture angle gradually
decrease with increasing pore water pressure. ,is indicates
that the pore water pressure forms tensile stress in the rock.
,e lateral expansion is more natural and results in a smaller
fracture angle. ,e effect of water pressure on the crack
inclination is higher than that of the confining pressure,
which also explains the difference between internal tension
and external pressure.

In summary, the crack propagation of sandstone under
pore water action and confining pressure can be considered
to mainly manifest as a shear failure. ,e internal cracks are
mainly type-II cracks and type-I cracks are locally present.
After the initiation stress, the crack initiates at a certain angle
and rapidly falls back and adjusts within a specific range.
After damage stress, the crack expands and extends at an
angle close to the real fracture. ,e final fracture surface
angle is combined by the influence of confining pressure and
pore water pressure.

7. Conclusion

We used a ROCK600-50 triaxial rock mechanics experi-
mental system to study the progressive failure characteristics
and mechanisms of sandstone under different pore water
pressure and confining pressure coupling paths. ,e fol-
lowing conclusions are obtained:

(1) ,e closing stress σcc is determined by the boundary
point of the axial stiffness change. ,e damage stress
σcd is determined by the fluctuation of volume
stiffness. ,e crack initiation stress σci is determined
by the zero points of the volume crack strain tangent.

(2) With increasing effective stress, the initial closure of
the volumetric crack strain in sandstone gradually
decreases and the elastic section shows an increasing
trend. With increasing pore water pressure, the
sandstone volumetric crack strain yields similar
values in the crack closure and elastic stage and the
slope of the crack propagation section is similar. ,e
pore water pressure does not have a decisive effect on
the crack evolution and propagation. ,e confining
pressure is the main controlling factor in the crack
propagation stage.

(3) With increasing effective confining pressure, the
effective peak deviatoric stress shows an apparent
increasing trend. ,e rock strength under the cou-
pling of high water pressure and high confining
pressure is strongly affected by confining pressure.
,e characteristic stress shows a linear growth trend
with increasing confining pressure. ,e initiation

stress σci and damage stress σcd decrease with in-
creasing pore water pressure.

(4) ,e moduli in stages I, II, and III are similar to the
law of the transverse and radial deformation ratio.
,is also demonstrates the availability of the elastic
modulus and Poisson’s ratio.

(5) ,e crack propagation of sandstone under pore
water action and confining pressure is mainly
manifested as shear failure. ,e internal cracks are
mainly type-II cracks with local type-I cracks. ,e
final fracture surface angle is combined with the
influence of confining pressure and pore water
pressure.
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